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das sanyasi, brahmanand, was an indian saint (nirguna brahmana) living in the 18th century. he
was one of the four founders of the brahmo samaj (a brahmo samajic society) he was the first
brahmo leader who became a social reformer and a social thinker. he became a leader of the

brahmo samaj in 1817 and introduced rationalism into its thinking. brahmanand was a pioneer in
the fields of education, medicine, and social reform. in 1817 he founded the first hindi-medium

college in india, harish chandra sabha, in calcutta. he was also the first to recommend cow
slaughter in india.his social reform is widely known by the act of banning purdah in women in the

indian sub-continent. brahmanand advocated public exercise, such as walking, and shared the
same beliefs as the shakers. the act of banning purdah in women by brahmanand was a social
reform movement in india. he advocated the abolition of the practice of the veil for women and

the banning of the practice of lying over an uncut hair on the bodies of women, which he believed
to be a cause of social inequity. in his view, the primary cause of religious views and practices
over which the people were wasting their time and effort were "veils" and "uncut hair", and he

never used a beard. as a social reformer, he called for the abolition of child marriage and the ban
on female infanticide. it is the first time when the practice of purdah in women was banned. he

also raised the issue of casting of women in cinema and encouraged women to read and write. he
created a new order of marriage for upper-caste hindu women, the order of "shudra".for his social
works brahmanand das was awarded the padma shri award. he had 4 wives and 29 children. he
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died in 1833 in calcutta and was succeeded by his eldest son, sadashiv das.sadashiv (who did not
allow brahmanand a burial site in holy gaumukh cave), was actively involved in the brahmo samaj
from 1818 onwards. his sister (and brahmanand's daughter) the famous indian woman writer was

named after him. among several other indian reformers she was the founder of the brahmo
satsang sabha, a social reform movement in india. she was born, lived, and died in calcutta.

vidyasagar (1820–1891) the indian nationalist leader vidyasagar (or jadunath sastri) was born near
uluberia in the uluberia district of west bengal in 1820. he was educated in calcutta and the hindi-

language schools there.in 1838 he met the hindu reformer ram mohun roy, and later became a
great admirer of ram mohun roy and his satyashodhak society. in 1842, he visited england, where

he studied medicine at oxford university.
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